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Item Allocations with Unknown Inventory Location 

This article explains why Aspire sometimes shows the inventory location as “Unknown” for an 
allocation of items to inventory. 

Aspire allows you to view the items that have been allocated to a job by drilling into a work 
ticket, then into its items, and finally expand the item to see the individual allocations from 
purchase receipts or inventory as depicted in the diagram below.  In this diagram, you can see 
that the inventory location from which the item is being allocated is “Unknown.”a 

 

Aspire allows crew leaders to specify in mTime the items that 
have been applied to a job from inventoryb. If the crew leader 
allocates items to the job, but the branch associated with the 
property does not have a default inventory location, Aspire sets 
the inventory location for the allocation to “Unknown.”  

When office staff accepts the time and itemsc for the job on the 
Time Entry screen as shown below, the “Unknown” is replaced 
with the inventory locationd selected. 
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If the crew leader using mTime allocates the items after the fact on a day for which he has not 
logged any time on the job, then the item allocation cannot be accepted in Time Entry and thus 
will not be assigned to an inventory location.  In this case, it will be necessary to go to the Work 
Ticket screen, drill into the item allocation, and set the actual quantity for the unknown item to 
zero (0).  This will delete the item allocation.  Then add it back manually by clicking the Item 
Allocation icon at the top of the Work Ticket Costs screen to provide the inventory location. 

This problem can be avoided by assigning a default inventory location for each branch.  You can 
set an inventory location as the default on the Inventory Location screen in Admin as shown in 
the Aspire User Guide. 
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https://care.youraspire.com/knowledge-base/aspire-user-guide/
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